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The splitting of interstitial loops formed by irradiation is consi
dered in detail. It is shown that they may split to form obtuse - angled 
single shear faults on the intersecting {111! planes. A detailed descri
ption of the splitting is given in which the interstitial Frank loop 
is viewed as. being made up of perfect dislocation loop and two shears. 

The detailed description is then considered in the context of the 
formation of complex loops as are observed in quenching and irradiation 
studies. Experimentally observed geometries are explained viz, triangular 
loops within hexagonal ones etc. 

The nucleation of a DC 1 loop in complex interstitial loop 
formation is shown to be feasible. DC' has the magnitude of a perfect 
dislocation loop and encloses an intrinsic shear. 
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Splitting of Interstitial Frank Loops 

Interstitial Frank loops are produced by radiation damage to 
1 * 2 

metals (Eyre ) and ion damage to semiconducturs (Scshan et al ). 
Depending on their size and stacking fault energy of the material they 
may be triangular, hexagonal etc. (Gaboriaud and Grilhe ). Thosi.' geo
metries result from the disassociation of the Frank dislocation bounding 
the loop into a Shockley partial and a stair rod dislocation as first 
proposed by (Silccx and Hirsch ). 

The splitting of an hexagonal vacancy Frank loop (ar b) is cocpa-
red to that of an interstitial one (c,d) in Fig.l. In Fig. la, the 
faults are BOTH intrinsic and make an acute angle between them. The 
vacancy Frank loop could split to form an EXTRINSIC faulL on the inter
secting (lin plane as in Fig. lb. The reason that this does not farm, 
or is not expected to is that the extrinsic fault* requiring two shears, 
is difficult to nucleate and may have a higher energy. 

However when the splitting of the interstitial loop is considered 
(Fig. lc,d) the possibility of it splitting-to form obtuse-angled 
INTRINSIC faults on the intersecting (III) plane is the more attractive 
one Fig.Id. 

A detailed description of the splitting of the interstit-ial Frank 
loop D6 is shown in Fig.2. The loop Do is viewed as being made up of 
a perfect dislocation DC and two shears 6fl and 6A. 

D5 = DC + £B + 6A 

^ 111 - 1 110 * { III + i 121 

Then the splitting of the loop D5 is simpLy equivalent to the 
disassociation of the loop DC. 
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On the basis of splitting it is possible to explain the relative 
absence of triangular interstitial loops and interstitial tetr,5hedra. 
In Fig.3 the splitting of a triangular interstitial Frank loop is shown. 
Since obtuse angled faults are formed the defect, after splitting, does 
not develop further Fig.3b,c. 

Complex Loop Formation 

The straight foreuard application of splitting to complex loops 
predicts that triangular loops should form within hexagonal ones as 
shown in Fig.4. If the second loop B is also hexagonal one of its 
Shockleys would run into the stacking fault of the first Inup A. 
Triangular loops within hexagonal ones have been reported by Edington 
and Scullman and by Yoshida and Shimomura . 

The case of the complex interstitial loop is seen in Fig.A. The 
micleation of D£ on Dfi lead.; to an intrinsic loop within an extrinsic 
one. However the direct nucleation of DC (Fig.5b) i.e. DC and 6A, leads 
to a perfect loop within a hexagonal loop, a configuration reported by 
Chadderton and Eisen . DC1 = -r <II4> and is a perfect dislocation loop 
enclosing an intrinsic shear. 

DC == DC + 6A 

i 4 I 1 4" HO + i 121 
b J. b 

If the extrinsic fault energy is higher than the intrinsic, the 
nucleation uf DC would be attractive in vacancy complex I^ops. 

Further properties of DC' are in prinL elsewhere . 
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